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ABSTRACT 
 Context. In recent years, Software Quality Assurance (SQA) has become a 

crucial part of software development processes. Therefore, modern software 
development processes led to an increase in demand for manual and automated 
code quality assurance. Manual code quality reviews can be a time-consuming and 
expensive process with varying results. Thus, automated code reviews turn out to 
be a preferred alternative for mitigating this process. However, commercial and 
open-source static code analyzer tools often offer deep analysis with long lead 
time. 

Objectives. In this thesis work, the main aim is to introduce an early code 
quality assurance tool, which features a combination of software metrics. The tool 
should be able to examine code quality and complexity of a telecommunication 
grade software product such as source code of specific Ericsson product by 
Ericsson. This tool should encapsulate complexity and quality of a software 
product with regards to its efficiency, scope, flexibility, and execution time.  

Methods. For this purpose, the background section of the thesis is dedicated 
to in-depth research on software metrics included in well-known static code 
analyzers. Then, development environment, under investigation source code of 
Ericsson product, and collected software metric for evaluation were presented. 
Next, according to each software metric’s characteristics, point of interest, and 
requirement, a set of steps based on a Susman’s action research cycle were 
defined. Moreover, SWAT, a suitable software analytics toolkit, employed to 
extract conducted experiment data of each software metric from a static analyzer 
code named Lizard in order to detect most efficient software metrics. Outcome of 
conducted experiment demonstrates relationship of selected software metrics with 
one another. 

Results. The chosen software metrics were evaluated based on a variety of 
vital factors especially actual data from number of defects of specific Ericsson 
product. Highly effective software metrics from investigations in this thesis work 
were implemented as a new model named hybrid model to be utilized as an early 
quality assurance.  

Conclusions. The proposed model, which consist of well-performing 
software metrics, demonstrate an impressive performance as an early code quality 
indicator. Consequently, the utilized model in this master thesis could be studied 
in a future research to further investigate the effectiveness and robustness of this 
tool an early quality assurance.  

Keywords: Software Quality Assurance, software metrics, static code analyzer, 
Ericsson, Lizard and SWAT.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 

In modern software development processes, code quality practices are performed both 
manually and automatically. These efforts are quite time-consuming and expensive [1]. Based 
on a recent survey conducted by Microsoft, developers spend a considerable amount of time for 
evaluating codes and programs [2]. Moreover, the cost of fault detection in a software program 
increases as it is being discovered in later the development stages [3]. Over the past decades, 
code reviewing has been utilized as a means of code quality assurance by developers in both 
open source software (OSS) and commercial projects [4]. 

    There are three unique components of code reviewing which are precision, performance, 
and soundness [5].  Currently, industrial code analyzers such as Coverity Prevent [6], which is 
employed in specific Ericsson organization at Ericsson, are oriented on high precision and 
performance while they lack in the quality of soundness [5]. This conveys that Coverity's 
detected error may produce false alarms. Moreover, Coverity Prevent is implemented at the 
post-delivery stage on a collection of deliveries within an hour period due to its tedious and 
time-consuming code analysis. Therefore, increasing the effectiveness of static code analysis has 
become a crucial problem to tackle. 

    Nowadays, utilizing static code analysis tools are an essential element of any efficient 
software development project [2]. These tools employ multiple principal metrics to examine a 
code or a program without executing them. Additionally, they are featured with metrics to 
guarantee code quality assurance by Mccabe's Cyclomatic complexity, N-path complexity, 
statement depth, efferent coupling per type, etc. 

    This thesis presents the effect of deploying early code quality assurance as a set of tool 
for assisting developers to deliver carrier-grade quality software. Quality assurance tool is 
featured with multiple distinct metrics for analyzing code concerning debugging, complexity, 
and development time. For this purpose, characteristics and capabilities of various software 
metrics will be thoroughly studied, and a subset of them will be chosen to inspect code’s quality. 
The outcomes of these investigations facilitate to select a set of tools based on software metrics 
that they can measure. This tool chain as an early software quality assurance can provide fast 
feedback, readability, self-correction, and optimization according to the desired guidelines. In 
this thesis, this toolchain is named instant feedback loops. 

    Instant feedback loops tool should be transient, automated, and less fallible than hand-
operated analysis. At the same time, this approach helps to reduce possible fault, bugs, and 
defects as soon as the code is written and quality assurance techniques can be applied. 
Consequently, a series of tests are performed to classify the effect of each implemented software 
metrics on code quality assurance. Results of these tests will be accounted as input to adjust the 
applied software metrics. 

 
. 

1.2 Aims 
 

This thesis pursues three main aims: 
 

 To examine existing tools and scripts available in the market and open source 
community relating to software metrics  

 To consider which metrics should be embedded as early quality assurance in 
advance of code delivery to the main repository. 
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 To analyze the impacts of employed metrics in the instant feedback loops tool in 
code quality assurance. 

 

1.3 Research Questions 
 

The research questions of this thesis are:  
1. What are the primary metrics of static code analyzer to be used as an instant 

feedback loop in software development for Telecommunication software 
companies? Can a model be formulated based on selected software metrics? 

2. What is the ideal tool to employ in a particular organization at Ericsson's 
software development process for detecting defects and bugs with regards to 
feedback loop length? 

3. What is the optimum stage to incorporate instant feedback loop into software 
development/delivery process? 

 

1.4 Research Methodology 
 

The main purpose is to evaluate and prioritize the optimal software metrics to be used in an 
early quality assurance tool. For achieve this, software metrics, which were introduced and used 
in academic research and commercial tools, were studied. Next, an analysis software tool should 
be developed/selected with regards to its featured software metrics. Then, the tool with its 
selected software metrics should be introduced and implemented in the Ericsson’s development 
environment (including tools such as Git, Gerrit, and Linux environment).  

After that, a simulated environment based on Ericsson’s development environment was 
designed using Linux Virtual machines. Consequently, the selected metrics should be examined 
and compared under different condition and circumstances in the designed work environment. 
The basis of comparison is uniqueness, error detection and correlation of software metrics 
compared to others. As a result of this, strengths and drawbacks of each software metrics will be 
concluded. 

The first and second research questions are answered by identifying a variety of software 
metrics in static analysis tools or literature which examine code’s quality at different aspect of 
complexity. Software metrics such as structural metrics performed at a higher level and can 
measure an accurate of quality of code due to their object oriented approach to complexity in a 
product. It is also worth noting that static code analysis tools with fast feedback time can be 
considered as top candidates to implement as instant feedback loop tool. 

 Finally, implementing the feedback loop tool at the pre-commit level of software 
development process can indicate quality of code and developer’s experience in the long term.  

 

1.5 Chapter Organization 
 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. The related works and fundamental 

background are presented in Chapter 2. The experimental study which discusses experimental 
methodology and experimental evaluation in Chapter 3. The results from this experiment and the 
analysis and comparison of selected software metrics are discussed in Chapter 4. At last, the 
conclusion and future works are noted in Chapter 5. 
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2 Background 
 

In this chapter, there are three main topics to be discussed in detail. The first part of this 
chapter (Section 2.1) presents the previous surveys and researches performed about the most 
prominent software metrics. While in section 2.2, the main focus is describing the software 
quality metric’s definition and three categories of software quality metrics. Then, in section 2.3, 
each software metrics will be discussed thoroughly while discussing some of the findings 
concerning their accuracy, strength, and weakness based the previous papers. Finally, this 
section ends with presenting various static code analysis tools. 

 
 

2.1 Related Works 
 

Software metrics relies on the same principle of measurement and management of software 
product. These principles help us to analyze software product activities. The line of Code (LOC) 
is the oldest software metrics which was introducing around the sixties. The main aim of this 
metric is to monitor the defect density per thousands of line of code (KLOC). Currently, 
researchers presented several software metrics to indicate the maintainability and quality of 
software products. [7] 

To ensure code quality, Code Reviewers utilize a variety of software and complexity metrics 
in order to minimize defects and bugs. However, based on research [8], the benefits of current 
static code analyzer tools (both open source and commercial software products) do not match the 
assumption of their efficiency, and they often were utilized in an unsustainable fashion in the 
system [9]. 

Recently, Raymond and Westley [10] conduct a survey on software readability and its 
association with software quality. In this study, 120 human annotators participated to introduce 
software measurements that mimic the human judgments. The study concluded that introducing 
a relatively simple set of low-level code features could improve reliability and maintainability. 
These simple features such as an average line of code length correlate with defect density and 
software quality metrics. Therefore, a static code analysis tool that could encapsulate these 
software features and metrics would improve the readability and stability of the product. 

In [11], authors proposed a way for identifying the most complex functions based on 
software metrics. The authors focused on complexity on both internal and external structural 
level. Henry’s and Kafura’s study resulted in a new complexity metric based on the Structural 
Fan-in and Structural Fan-out. This metric focuses on interconnections between the software 
components in a product. However, in another study [12], these authors continued to investigate 
the correlation between these software metrics. This paper demonstrates the difficulties of 
management issues and readability of a software product. Besides the mentioned metrics, 
various studies have been performed in the object-oriented coupling and cohesion metrics. These 
coupling and cohesion metrics [13] were proposed by Hitz and Montazeri, Yang Metric, 
Chidamber and Kemerer, Li and Henry, Henderson-Sellers, Xu and Zhou, Bieman and Kang, 
and Mitchell, MOOD metrics, Lorenz and Kidd metrics, C.K metrics and etc.  Arguably, C.K. 
metrics and MOOD metrics are the two of the most popular collection of metrics out there [13]. 

However, in another study [14], the authors claim to classify the software complexity into 
three sections named data movement, data manipulation, and system complexity. The authors 
demonstrate that effort estimation models can be improved by selecting more reliable 
complexity software metrics. It is also worthwhile mentioning that there have been a lot of 
surveys and studies such as [15] performed to propose models based on the complexity metrics 
in order to formulate estimation models.  

This thesis aims to find optimal complexity software metrics to be employed in software 
development environment with the purpose of improving readability and quality of under 
investigation code. 
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2.2 Software Quality Metrics  
 

Software metrics are an essential part of software product quality assurance. The primary 
goals of software metrics are to capture impartial and accessible analysis, which helps to have a 
precise understanding, control, and prognostication of the software life cycle.  

Software quality metrics are a subdivision of software metrics which include three classes 
consists of projects, products, and processes. Firstly, product metrics are concerned with the 
attributes of the product for example dedicated features, size, performance, complexity, and 
quality level. Secondly, process metrics describe project traits and execution such as number of 
software developers, staffing pattern over the software life cycle cost, schedule, and 
productivity. Lastly, software development and maintenance advancements such as effectiveness 
of defect removal during development, pattern of testing defect introduction, and response time 
of fixing process can be achieved by process metrics. 

In general, main purpose of software quality metrics is to examine relationship between in-
process metrics, project characteristics, and end-product quality. These discoveries lead to 
advancement in both progress and product quality. Although, the quality level of the 
maintenance process should be measured for investigating the software life cycle. In most cases, 
process and product metrics are more nearly connected with each other than the project metrics. 
This is due to project parameters have a direct impact on the quality of the product. These 
project parameters consist of number of developers and their competence, schedule, size, and 
organization’s structure.  

This chapter presents various types of metrics, which are affiliated with three divisions of 
software quality metrics: product quality, in-process quality, and software (project) maintenance 
quality. Quality and popularity of each software metrics will be discussed in details in section 
2.3. 

 

2.2.1 Product Quality Metrics 
      
In a software process, any commodity or output of an operation is considered as a product, 

even though it is not developed for customers [13]. The produced product is evaluated and 
maintained by product metrics. Various metrics are used to measure size, complexity and 
projection of the end-product. These software quality metrics are achieved by following points: 

 
 Defect density metrics  
 Mean time to failure  
 Customer satisfaction 
 Customer problems   

 

2.2.2 In-Process Quality Metrics 
      
In-process quality metrics are software activity for measuring progress and quality while 

predicting possible future events. In these metrics, the deadline of a product can be 
predetermined which implies that activities need to be completed before the deadline. It is also a 
possibility that tasks were instructed to be performed one by one individually. But, the primary 
purpose of in-process quality metrics is to understand developmental process and to encourage 
design and creation of quality in a software process. Although the in-process quality metrics 
contribute mainly to the software process, software designers are utilizing diverse techniques. In 
simple terms, these quality metrics should detect incoming defect after integration of code in an 
object-oriented programming system [13]. Simultaneously, in-process quality metrics are 
currently implemented by many commercial companies to gather information at each level of 
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development process based on a variety of parameters. Some of these parameters of a process 
related metrics are presented below: 

 
 Defect density and fault detected during reviews 
 Defect arrival prediction  
 Deleting defected code based on prediction 
 Influence of deleting defected (malicious) code on defect density of the entire code   
 Time spend in the process of deleting   
 Additional cost by presenting unexpected new development process and work 

packages  
 Cost of presenting quality assurance tools 

 

2.2.3 Software Maintenance Quality Metrics 
 
This process activity enforces maintenance of a software process. Software maintenance is 

measured after a software product has reached a milestone and the product is ready to be 
relinquished to the market. The main software metrics are new defects caused by faulty fix and 
customer reported bugs [13].  

These metrics indicate that although the defects or time arrivals issues were detected in the 
development process, these software quality metrics cannot improve the quality of the end-
product. Therefore, these metrics should be discarded as a software quality metrics at the 
maintenance stage. However, at this level, rectifying defects enhance the quality of the software 
product at the earliest possible time. These actions can be considered as a direct response to the 
issues reported by unsatisfied customers. Addressing failures and errors can be controlled and 
measured by fix backlog and backlog management index, fix quality, fixes response time and 
fixes responsiveness and percent delinquent fixes.    

 
 

2.3 Software Complexity and Readability Metrics   
 

In the previous section, software metrics were investigated in the term of quality and 
dependability at the project or the product stage. These stages try to focus on the software 
product with a typical black box approach. This approach can be viewed regarding data loss of 
the software or transitional process data without investigating the inner components of logic and 
design in the software product [16]. This section examines relationship between code quality 
assurance and its metrics and models with regards to design, software process, and code quality. 
These metrics and models will provide an objective feedback for software developers and 
designers on the quality of their work. Therefore, dependability models should be analyzed with 
the aim of providing an interior view. Additionally, it gives pieces of information to 
programming designers in order to enhance the nature of their work.  

These models are produced from an extended research and investigation on code defects by 
programming quality experts based on these software complexity metrics. The majority of these 
software metrics were introduced in research papers. For example, some of these software 
metrics which are included in these dependability models will be examined in details.  In this 
section, each software metrics are deriving from different models and portray their performance 
in term of quality enhancement and code review. 

 

2.3.1 Source Line of code 
 

 “Source Lines of Code (SLOC)” is a software metric utilized to gauge the aggregate 
endeavor with the intention of building up a coding program while tracking the work rate or 
maintainability of the product. In simple terms, the SLOC metrics calculate the number of 
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physical line of active code (i.e. excluding blank and comment lines). Logical SLOC intends to 
capture the exact number of executable lines of code (instruction statements), but their particular 
definitions rely solely on the programming language. For instance, in C-like programming 
languages, SLOC of a statement is counted by a semicolon. It is apparent that functionality of a 
program does not have any major interdependence with SLOC of a program. Hence, 
professional programmers are experienced enough to refactor the same functionality with 
smaller SLOC. Higher SLOC numbers have an impact on complexity, readability and most 
importantly the developmental process. Subsequently, SLOC can be extremely viable in 
estimating workload in a product. Also, in a product, threshold limits for SLOC metric should be 
accessed and optimized based upon the programming language and complexity of a product as a 
whole.  

Based on early investigations, there is a negative relation between the size of methods and 
defects rate. Multiple published experiments performed by researchers such as Basili and 
Perricone (1984), Shen and her colleagues (1985) concluded that there is a reverse relationship 
between the defect rate and SLOC of a program or module. These results were captured from a 
large number of modules written in FORTRAN, PASCAL, PL/S, and assembly language. 
However, additional studies demonstrated that there is a curvilinear relationship between defect 
rate and SLOC of a program or module. For instance, a large Ada project was investigated and 
confirmed this hypothesis by Withrow (1990) in Figure 2.1. This figure signifies that increasing 
number of lines has an effect on the average defect density per KLOC (1000 Lines of Code). It 
also indicated that complexity of a code increases if the number of line of code (LOC) becomes 
enormous which diminishes software developer’s dominance on a project or code [13]. Other 
studies such as AS/400 data affirm the same conclusion while the curved pattern isn’t as clear as 
from the previous study [17]. 

 

 
Figure 2.1: LOC module vs defects per KLOC 

Adapted from Metrics and Models in Software Quality Engineering, S. H. Kan, 2nd ed, 
2002, USA: Addison-Wesley Longman Publishing Co, MAInc. 

 
The mentioned model presents a relation between defect density and size on software quality 

assurance. It implied that defect frequency decreases as program’s size cuts down. Although, 
this conclusion cannot be considerate as empirical evidence, since it relies on different factors 
such as the project, product, and maintainability. Therefore, further investigation is required to 
examine the accuracy of this software metric. Besides, it is utilized as a guideline to explore 
original software metrics and software complexity.  
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2.3.2 Cyclomatic Complexity 
 
Cyclomatic complexity (CC) [18] was introduced to measure the complexity of code 

regarding its testability, readability and understandability by McCabe in 1976. This software 
metric also introduces an approach to evaluate and monitor complexity of a project. Therefore, 
complicated function or areas of interest of a project can be detected and investigated with the 
intention of stabilizing the project. In simple terms, it calculates the number of directly objective 
routes into a software source code or program. The McCabe’s formula to calculate Cyclomatic 
complexity of a method or block of code is:  

 
 

𝑀 =  𝑉(𝐺)  =  𝑒 –  𝑛 +  2𝑝 
Eq. 2-1 

 
Where: 
𝑝   = Number of unconnected parts of graph 
𝑛   = Number of nodes 
𝑒  = Number of edges 
𝑉(𝐺) = Cyclomatic number of G 
 
This general formula [13] does include the unconnected parts of the graph as another 

variable in the Cyclomatic number. However, for example in figure 2.2 the method does not 
include any additional unconnected parts, the formula is equal to:  

  

𝑀 =  𝑉(𝐺)  =  𝑒 –  𝑛 +  2  
 
Thus, Cyclomatic complexity number of G in this figure is equal to: 
                𝑒 = 8 ,   𝑛 = 7 ,   𝑝 = 1            →               𝑀 = 8 − 7 + 2 ∗ 1 = 3  
 
Thomas McCabe claimed that the idea behind this metrics was to evaluate complexity 

number of linearly possible and separated paths in a program control graph. There have been 
numerous studies that links Cyclomatic Complexity to the risk of error or defect density. 
Unfortunately, this metric cannot be implemented on a class level due to the introduction of 
inheritance in the object-oriented programming languages. However, this metric can be 
measured for each separate method in a program or a file. In studies [19, 20], it is concluded that 
Cyclomatic complexity is a more reliable indicator of defect density than SLOC concerning both 
detailed design inspection and function level. Moreover, based on previous studies [20, 21], 
there hasn’t been any general conscience on threshold limit permitted for a method or function. 
Therefore, software architectures and researchers will set an arbitrary threshold limit based on 
the complexity of the product.   
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2.3.3 Maximum Nesting Depth 
 

In a software component, this metric focuses on measuring Maximum Nesting Depth 
(MND) of control structure [22], which is upper limit of nested logical operators inside a 
product. These logical operators consist of conditional or control statements such as “while”, 
“for”, “switches”, “if”, “else if”, etc. Maximum Nesting Depth (MND) increases if and only if 
these statements are included inside or dependent on another referred statement in a nested form. 
For example, in a single conditional expression, if A is not equal to B and A should not be equal 
to 4, the MND of this statement is equivalent to 2. The complexity of such block of code (i.e. 
number of branching paths) can be calculated by Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) metric. However, 
this metric measures the maximum nested control structure inside a function or method. 

Unfortunately, the maximum nesting Depth is a difficult metric to calculate precisely 
because it is defined only for code blocks but not for functions. Furthermore, it is also difficult 
to identify long, complex and hidden conditional statements in a nested scope inside a method or 
function.   

 

2.3.4 Structural Fan-in and Fan-out  
 
 
This software metrics is arguably the most popular and common design structural metrics 

which was proposed by Yourdon and Constantine (1979) and Myers (1978). This metric was 
introduced due to a major flaw in the its prior metrics, since they treat a program/module as 
simply a separate entity. However, in software development of a product, the interaction 
between different methods or modules can occur numerous times. Structural metrics attempts to 
consider these interactions inside a program in order to evaluate the complexity and 
maintainability of a product. Structural Fan-in and Structural Fan-out design metrics can be 
described as:  

 
 Fan-in (procedure): calculating the number of file or procedure that call this given 

file or procedure  
 Fan-out (procedure): calculating the number of file or procedure that are called by 

this file or procedure 
 

Based on study [17], there is a deep direct connection between structural fan-out metrics and 
defect density in a product/module which was mentioned by AS/400 experiment previously in 
Section 2.3.1. However, according to these experiments, structural fan-in doesn’t have any 
correction with defect density. On the other hand, authenticities of these results are questioned 
because Structural Fan-in and Fan-out of collected measures have a large standard deviation 
[23]. It is also worth noting that modules/methods with a high number of Structural Fan-in are 
implemented in fewer lines of code. This implies that complex and long modules/methods 
usually have a much smaller Structural Fan-in. Consequently, a product with components that 
have a high number of both Structural Fan-in and Fan-out metrics has a negative impact on the 
performance and likely to be considered as poor design.  

Based on various studies and researches on structural complexity and information flow 
metric [24, 25], the most popular structure complexity metric is Henry and Kafura’s metric [25] 
introduced in 1981. This formula to calculate the complexity (𝐶𝑝) is shown down below: 

 
𝐶𝑝 = (𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡)2 

Eq. 2-2 
 
Other metrics and models aimed to integrate the Henry and Kafura’s formula with other 

approaches. For example, Henry and Selig’s metric introduced a mixture from Henry and 
Kafura’s structure metric which is defined as followed: 
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𝐻𝐶𝑝 = 𝐶𝑖𝑝  × (𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡)2 

Eq. 2-3 
 
In most of software companies, software development processes are becoming more 

prevalent to employ static code analysis tools for maintaining quality of their product or code 
base as a standard procedure. In this section, several static code analyzer tools are discussed in 
detail which are available as Open-source software (OSS) tools and Commercial tools. Since 
these tools are improving their features and capabilities continuously, examining each of these 
tools would be a time-consuming and somewhat pointless evaluation. Therefore, in this thesis, 
the primary focus is to categorize these tools regarding their types, features, metrics, licenses 
and supporting languages. 

 
 

2.4 Static Code Analysis Tools  
 
In many telecommunications companies, as a standard procedure, software development 

processes are becoming more prevalent to employed static code analysis tools to maintain the 
quality of product/code. In this section, based on study [26, 27], several static code analyzer 
tools are discussed which are available in both Open-source software (OSS) and Commercial 
tools in details. Because these tools are improving their features and capabilities continuously, 
examining each of these tools would be a time-consuming and somewhat pointless evaluation. 
Therefore, in this thesis, the primary focus is to categorize these tools regarding types, features, 
metrics, licenses and supporting languages. 

 
 

2.4.1 Commercial Tools 
 
In recent times, commercial tools implemented in many industrialized companies all over 

the world. Therefore, several software companies released many standalone static code analysis 
tools aimed at a continuous and comprehensive on-the-spot support for software and 
telecommunication companies. Some of these commercial tools emphasizes on delivering 
different capabilities such as coding guidelines, security environment, specific project 
customization, auditing, and performance measurements. The aim of following subsections is to 
explain variant features of each of these expensive and professional commercial tools.       

 

2.4.1.1 Coverity Prevent and Coverity SAVE 
 
An award winning commercial static code analysis tool is currently supporting multiple 

languages such as C, C++, Java, PHP, Python, and etc. Coverity Prevent [6] analyzes code based 
on customer’s build environment without changing their source code. Also it automatically 
releases a strong, adjustable and reliable analysis of under examine source code or project. 
Furthermore, the tool creates a control flow graph based on syntax tree build of under 
investigation source code. Therefore, the tool is capable of investigating source code for bugs 
and defects comprehensively. Even though this gradual analysis contributed to making the tool 
unsound, it also allows it to detect new possible bugs. The main advantages of Coverity Prevent 
are automation of detecting critical defects and product improvement regarding software probity, 
user satisfaction, development team performance, and swiftness. 

Coverity SAVE [6] also known as Coverity Static Analysis Verification Engine is a 
simplified version of the Coverity Prevent [28] released by Coverity Inc. This streamlined 
version of the tool focuses on code analysis, false positive intelligence, and full path coverage. 
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2.4.1.2 Klocwork Insight 
 
Klocwork Insight [29] is a collection of tools dedicated to multi-languages static code 

analysis which is quite popular among business companies. The analysis of source code is built 
upon code analysis, metrics, refactoring, and coverage. The tools are available in both 
standalone and as an extension for supporting multiple IDEs such as Eclipse, Microsoft Visual 
Studio (2010-present), and etc. 

Similar to Coverity Prevent, Klocwork is also capable of personalizing checks by 
introducing alternative/new checks with help of end users. Moreover, Klocwork Insight 
currently incorporates software metrics and software complexity on its source code analysis 
which contains useful information about the quality of the source code. 

 

2.4.1.3 Visual Studio 2015 
 

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015, a popular integrated development environment (IDE), 
supports multiple languages namely C, C++, C#, Visual Basic, F#, Python, Node.js, and 
HTML/JavaScript. It also includes a variety of tools for the purpose of developing computer 
programs in Microsoft Windows environment. Code analysis is available as one of the tools in 
Microsoft Visual Studio to examine code quality. This tool was introduced as a continuation of a 
research product into Microsoft Visual Studio in 2005, and it is currently available for C++ and 
C# projects [28]. Visual Studio 2015 is also able to perform inter-procedural analysis for 
detecting possible defects and bugs in source code. The tool contains a series of checks such as 
non-null pointer dereferences, abstract syntax tree (AST), and function-level. 

 

2.4.1.4 PVS-Studio 
 
PVS-Studio is another C, C++, and C# commercial statics code analysis tool which deals 

with detecting bugs in source code of projects/modules. This tool produces the result of a variety 
of checks in order to help developers to improve quality of their code base. In PVS-Studio, 
identification of a problem is divided into three main classifications of general analysis 
messages, possible optimizations/improvements, and 64-bits compatibility. PVS-studio is a 
unique tool primarily due to smooth integration with Microsoft Visual Studio as an extension to 
run on your project simultaneously. However, the standalone version of it uses OPENC++ to 
parse and examine a code written in C++. The tool relies on Microsoft compiler and Clang to 
preprocess C++ code [28]. Although Clang cannot handle some of the Microsoft specific 
syntaxes, Clang is the preferred choice because to its performance superiority. 

 
 

2.4.2 Open Source Software tools 
 
In recent years, open source static code analyzers have become on par with commercial 

tools, since researchers and software developers made a considerable effort to discover 
alternative ways for code quality assurance rather than utilizing commercial tools. According to 
an evaluation by Elias Penttilä [26], multiple static code analysis tools from both commercial 
and open source software licenses were investigated with regards to precision of discovering 
bugs on the DynaRoad C++ code base, which has evolved for over a decade. The paper 
suggested that Clang static code analyzer has the highest accuracy and deep critical analysis 
among other static analyzers [26]. However, other static code analyzers such as Cppcheck 
demonstrated an impressive number of defects, weaknesses, and bugs in the DynaRoad C++ 
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code. In this section, a variety of open source licensed static code analyzers and their features 
will be discussed in detail: 

 

2.4.2.1 GCC 
 
The GNU Compiler Collection is an old compiler system supporting multiple programming 

languages by the GNU Project. However, the GNU Compiler Collection is popular for its C and 
C++ compilers which are utilized as a part of the open-source software [28]. It is also notable to 
mention that Linux distribution has a built-in GNU Compiler Collection as default. Whereas, in 
Microsoft Windows, they are available by Cywin and MinGW-w64. These compilers conclude a 
set of guidelines, flags, and warnings activated by default. Therefore, GCC has the capability of 
identifying the following error and warnings in a C++ source code: 

 
 Syntax error detection (-fsyntax-only flag) 
 Issues regarding the compatibility of C++ functions such as printf (-Wformat flag) 
 Detection of incorrect pointer dereference  
 Detection of non-null parameters 
 Empty functions and parameters (-Wextra flag) 
 Detection of warnings about constructions with the help of -Wall flag 

 
Based on mentioned points above, the deep and precise analysis of GCC would make this 

compiler a strong contender as an open source static analysis tool. 
 

2.4.2.2 Visual Code Grepper  
 
Visual Code Grepper (VCG) [30] is a static code analysis tool which focuses on the security 

aspect of the source code. The tool supports C, C++ C#, Java, SQL and Visual Basic 
programming languages. Similar to other tools, VCG does include a set of complex checks while 
presenting the following compelling features which separates Visual Code Grepper from its 
rivals: 

 
 Searchability of a given function/text syntax based on its programming language  
 Detection of broken code (by using preset keys “FixMe”, “ToDo”, etc.) 
 Configuration files dedicated to each available programming language  
 Plotting the source code on a chart based on all of the files regarding comment 

percentage, whitespace, defects, source line of code (SLOC), etc.  
 Detection of buffer overflow exploit, warnings, and unsigned/signed compatibility 
 Intelligent scan of the source code based on the text types (comments, code, 

insecure functions, and insecure functions and comments) 
 
It also reduces the detection of incorrect errors/bugs (false positives) which are a familiar 

feature to many of commercial tools. 
  

2.4.2.3 Clang 
 
One of the most popular open source software compilers supporting C/C++ programming 

languages is Clang. Although Clang and GCC compilers have many similarities mainly 
regarding their design and functionality, Clang was introduced as a drop-in replacement for 
GCC.  However, not only Clang is a compiler, but it also features an in-depth static code 
analyzer which contains a suite of checks and vulnerability inspection. This tool employes 
abstract syntax tree (AST) compiler for examining source code [26]. This means that Clang 
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warns about disallowed or insecure uses of functions like memcpy, syntax, bytes ordering 
functions (followed as htons(), htonl(), ntohl(), and ntohs()), and etc. This tool features a variety 
of categorized built-in checks which are possible with command line options. The following 
clang checks are utilized as an interface to static code analyzer: 

 
 Detection of dead code (or unused) 
 Specified syntax checks based on C or C++ programming languages 
 Unix and POSIX checks  
 An API based checks 
 Experimental and general purpose checks  

 

2.4.2.4 Cppcheck 
 
Cppcheck [31] is an open source code analyzer aims to detect bugs and defects which 

compilers do not particularly find. Various detection checks such as memory leaks, incorrect 
pointer dereferences, uninitialized variables, exception safety, boundaries restriction, unused 
functions or struct, incorrect union members, and etc. Similar to other tools and compilers, 
Cppcheck categorize these checks based on their priority.  This tool also focuses on minimizing 
incorrect errors (false positive) when reporting on static analysis results. 

 

2.4.2.5 Lizard 
 
This static code analysis tool is a simple code analyzer [32], capable of extension, developed 

for multiple programming languages such as C, C++, C#, PHP, Java, Swift Python, TTCN-3, 
and etc. Intentionally, this code analyzer ignores headers and imports of under investigation 
source code. Lizard is also capable of recognizing programming language automatically. This 
tool is capable of calculating the following items: 

 
 Source line of code excluding the comments (SLOC) 
 Measures the Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) number based on multiple definition  
 Specified information of each function such as token count and parameters count 
 Average of each previous software metrics  

 
The primary focus of this tool is to measure how complex code is instead of trying to 

indicate complexity of a source code. This tool simplifies the process of accurately evaluating 
complexity of a source files or entire folders. This tool was written in python by a developer 
named Terry Yin and is currently under improvement [33]. 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY  
 
This section focuses on the industrial investigation of conducting the experiment in a 

scientific manner.  Experimental methodology section describes the action research phases 
briefly. Moreover, Section 3.1 explains work environment, targeted software product, and 
discusses the performance, and efficiency of selected software metrics in collected measures 
section. 

 
 

3.1 Experimental methodology  
 
The steps of conducting this thesis are based on action research, which was first presented in 

[34]. This technique focuses on software developers and designers in international industries. 
Furthermore, action research consists of five phases with the intention of reviewing roles, 
techniques, and growing related issues within a working environment. Figure 3.1 demonstrate a 
simplified version of the action research cycle to achieve scientific precision. However, in most 
cases, action research contains added structure to complete this cycle. 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Detailed action research cycle 

Adapted from A Sociotechnical Systems Perspective, introduced by Gerald Susman 1983 
 
The brief description of action research phases consists of:  
 

1) Diagnosing: Identifying or defining a problem 
2) Action Planning: Considering other courses of action for problem-solving 
3) Action Taking: Selecting a course of action 
4) Evaluating: Studying the consequences of an action 
5) Specifying Learning: Identifying general findings 

 
The following subsections attempts to further clarify Ericsson’s working environment, the 

targeted software product, and the requirements for each software metrics to be included in this 
experiment. 
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3.1.1 Industrial Environment  
 
Ericsson implemented multiple industrial code analyzers such as Coverity Prevent [6] in 

their software development environment. Ericsson’s organizations comprised of thousands of 
developers working in agile and lean cross functional development teams operating at global 
locations in different parts of the world. This specific product is one of these most prominent 
and critical product in Ericsson. 

 

3.1.2 Software Product Definition 
 
This thesis aims to conduct a study on the complexity and readability by the request of an 

organization at Ericsson. Different Programming languages, features, and requirements of 
development process in this software product have effectively broadened the scope of this study. 
This specific product provides an embedded software system which is written mostly in C++ and 
C languages. The size of this Telecom software is over hundreds of thousands of lines of code, 
and it has been in development for numerous years. This specific code repository of Ericsson 
company is accessible via NX client for Windows session as it was mentioned in introduction 
section. 

It is worthwhile to mention that source code version control in Git is available from second 
half of year 2013. In addition, 2016 data is limited to first half of the year as the conducted 
experiments were carried out during summer 2016. Consequently, software metric analysis on 
source code history from the mentioned years is not as accurate as the ones from year 2014 and 
2015.  

 

3.1.3 Collected Measures  
 

Several researches and studies performed with the aim of measuring software complexity 
and readability of a software product. In these experiments, code snippets were targeted as the 
primary unit of measurement similar to another study [10]. On the hand other, these popular 
software metrics are being investigated with respect to a variety of complexity and readability 
measures. According to previous research and related works from software engineers in a 
commercial tool [10, 13, 35], merits of each software metrics are discussed extensively. This 
table also introduces relatively new software and complexity metrics, which have not been under 
investigation to conclude a more comprehensive conclusion of their correlation to software 
complexity. 

 

3.1.3.1 Age of Source Code 
 
This metric takes the age of source code as an indicator of quality of a code. Age of source 

code metric increases as the age of the source code yearly increases. Pros and cons of featuring 
this software metric in an early quality assurance tool are as follows: 

 
Pros:  

 New software metric 
 Self-explanatory 

Cons:  
 Insufficient amount of related research to this software metric to show a concrete 

correlation with software complexity and defect density. 
 
As it was mentioned, this metric has an insufficient amount of related research, which turns 

this software metric into a potential metric for further investigations. 
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3.1.3.2 Average of Source Line of Code 
 

Average of Source line of code metric calculates the average number of lines of a code in a 
product while excluding comments and blank lines (per function and file). According to various 
studies, advantages and disadvantages of this metric listed below: 

  
Pros:  

 One of the oldest and popular software metric 
 Numerous research performed with the help of this software metric 

Cons:  
 Primitive concept on measuring complexity 
 Unsure about its effectiveness due to lack of research in this particular version of 

SLOC metric 
 Focuses on the number of lines in a product 
 Unsuitable for high-level programming languages due to their structural complexity 

 
  
Even though numerous studies have been performed on this software metric with common 

results [17] of its efficiency as a software metric to measure the complexity and readability of a 
code, the average variation of this metric could be considered as a good indicator of quality and 
worthiness of a new software metric.  

 

3.1.3.3 Cyclomatic Complexity 
 
As it is explained in section 2.3.2, this metric is for evaluating complexity number of 

linearly possible and separated paths in a snippet or block of code control graph. Pros and Cons 
of including Cyclomatic Complexity metric in this experiment are the following cases: 

 
Pros:  

 One of the most popular software metric 
 Prominently included as one of the leading indicator of complexity in numerous 

papers  
 Older studies consider this software metric as the ultimate code qualifier to utilize at 

the functional level  
Cons:  

 On the contrary, according to newer studies, the correlation of this metric with 
complexity and defect density can be perceived as acceptable at the best-case 
scenario.  

 
Based on study [11], it is also important to mention that there is a minuscule correlation 

between this metric with other cited software metric. On the other hand, since Cyclomatic 
Complexity currently is one of the most popular and widely used software metric, any 
competing software metric with a better performance would be a great candidate for 
replacement. Therefore, this metric should be included as a software metric in this experiment. 

 

3.1.3.4 Structural Fan-In (SFIN) 
 
As it is expressed in section 2.3.4, this metric calculates numbers of files or procedures that 

call this given file or procedure. The following points states the main pros and cons of structural 
fan to be included in this experiment: 
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Pros:  
 Encompasses numerous procedure and their interconnectivity inside a software 

program 
 One of the most popular complexity metric to measure the code’s quality on a 

structural level 
Cons:  

 Heavily dependent on structural fan-out 
 Unable to measure self-sufficient code  

 
Structural Fan–in is a unique approach among other non-structural type software metric. 

Therefore, there isn’t the slightest correlation with other software metric expect other structural 
metrics considered in this thesis work. 

 

3.1.3.5 Structural Fan-Out (SFOUT) 
 
Structural Fan-Out metric, which was explained in section 2.3.3, seeks to calculate number 

of files or procedures that are called by a specific file or procedure at its local scope. Pros and 
cons of the inclusion of structural fan-out are the following arguments: 

 
Pros:  

 Encompasses numerous procedure and their interconnectivity inside a software 
program 

 One of the most popular complexity metric  
 A unique approach to complexity of code 

Cons:  
 Heavily dependent on structural fan-out 
 Unable to measure independent code 
 Measure the complexity at the local level 

 
Since this metric is tightly connected with other under investigation structural metrics and 

performs well in measuring complexity, it becomes an interesting metric to be closer looked into 
in the current experiment. 

 

3.1.3.6 Structural General Fan-Out (SGFOUT) 
 
As it is described earlier, this metric attempts to calculate the number of files or procedures 

that are called by a designated file or procedure at global level. Advantages and disadvantages of 
this metric can be summarized as: 

 
Pros:  

 Encompasses numerous procedure and their interconnectivity inside a software 
program 

 One of the most popular complexity metric  
 A unique approach to complexity of code 
 Measure the complexity at the global level 

Cons:  
 Heavily dependent on structural fan-out 
 Unable to measure independent code 

 
Overall, there is not any particular relationship between structural metrics with other 

software metrics regarding their concept of complexity and quality of code. However, the only 
difference between Structural Fan-out and Structural General Fan-out metric is their scope level. 
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Consequently, both software metrics are suitable additions for further investigation in this 
experiment. 

 

3.1.3.7 Maximum Nesting Depth (MND) 
 
In regard to aforementioned metric in section 2.3.3, Maximum Nesting Depth focuses on 

upper limit of nested logical operators like “while”, “for”, “switch”, “if”, “else if”, and etc. 
MND metric counts if and only if the mentioned keywords are located inside another referred 
statement with keywords included in a nested form. The following assessment of maximum 
nesting depth metric attempts to diagnose its involvement: 

 
Pros:  

 Relatively new and unexplored software metric 
 Deeply focused software metric on measuring complexity of a code  

Cons:  
 Insufficient amount of related research to this software metric 
 Doesn’t take into account the interconnectivity inside a software program 
 Difficult to calculate because it is currently defined only for code blocks but not for 

functions 
 
In brief, MND metric concentrate on software complexity of code block or a product in an 

alternative perspective, so it can be great competitor to the other functional software metrics just 
as Cyclomatic Complexity and SLOC metrics. 

 

3.1.3.8 Contributors 
 
Contributors simply counts number of contribution to a project source code/file. The 

following cases stress motivations for considering this element in this study as metric for 
complexity measurement: 

 
Pros:  

 Never been considered as a software metrics 
 A fresh take on code complexity  

Cons:  
 Measurement limitation because the information is being captured externally (via 

Git and ClearCase)  
 Lack of research regarding this aspect of complexity  

 
There is not sufficient research performed on the effectiveness of this parameter. Studying 

this factor in detail can lead to finding an alternative software complexity metric indicator and 
defect density in a software product. 

 

3.1.3.9 Defects  
 
Defects metric of a software product calculates average number of previously detected 

defects per LOC (Line of Code). The results of the appraisal of this software metric are listed 
below: 

 
Pros:  

 Based on previous studies such as [2, 3], in a software product, 80% of defects are 
detected at the corresponding block of code. 

 Never been considered as a software metrics 
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Cons:   
 Measurement limitation because the information is being captured externally (via 

Git and ClearCase) 
  
Although, the process of gathering this metric depends heavily reliant on version control 

software, the correlation of this with other metrics could be another indicator of efficiency of 
such metrics in this experiment. 

 
 

3.2 Experimental Evaluation  
 

This section attempts to achieve a precise conclusion based on conducting experiments and 
finding from literature study. Action research steps of this thesis is presented as follow: 

 

3.2.1 Diagnosing 
 
The primary step in action research principles is formulating research questions. Accurate 

and apparent research questions are a vital step to determine direction and objective of this 
thesis. As it was stated, the common metrics of well-known static code analyzers should be 
investigated. As a result, these metrics can also be implemented as an instant feedback loop in 
software Telecommunication products. Equally important, this tool should be capable of 
detecting defects and bugs with regards instant feedback time. So, it can be part of software 
delivery process in an organization at Ericsson. In addition, another necessary step is to 
determine an optimum stage to incorporate instant feedback loop into software 
development/delivery process.  

 
 

3.2.2 Action Planning 
 
As it is mentioned in related work section, the discussion revolved around various static 

code analysis tools, software metrics, and complexity metrics. Thus, in this section, each of 
these actions are considered as a possible solution for the sole purpose of code complexity 
measurement. The following objectives demonstrate distinct steps necessary to resolve the 
referred problems i.e. research question: 

 
1. Study available literatures and various static code analysis tools including a variety 

of software metrics that emphasize on different viewpoints of complexity and 
readability of a source code. 

2. Select an appropriate static code analyzer tool with regard to its capabilities 
(implemented software metrics) and flexibility of it as a whole. 

3. The chosen metrics should encapsulate a variety of software metrics concerning 
effectiveness, areas of interest, scope, and inventiveness 

4. Develop a precise and accurate approach (possibly a tool) for conducting, 
envisioning, and forming a strong conclusion based on software data. 

5. Choose an accurate way to measure the relationship and dependency of the software 
metrics collected from the tool. 

6. Demonstrate effectiveness of each software metric while the number of defect 
increases. 

7. Examine strengths and weaknesses of each individual software metrics. 
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3.2.3 Action Taking 
 
A series of objective are taken as course of action in this cycle. The optimum stage to 

incorporate the instant feedback loop tool in software development process/delivery rely on the 
designer’s approach to combat complexity and code quality. Therefore, the selected static code 
analyzer needs to be fast, reliable, and scalable to incorporate other alternative software metrics. 
Another essential capability of this static code analyzer is to be deployed in various stages of 
software development process, which streamlines the evaluation process. After deep analysis of 
the tools presented in Section 2.4, concerning features and capabilities, Lizard, static code 
analyzer is chosen as the ideal tool for further investigation in this thesis work, since it is 
extensible “open source”, already measures number of metrics, and supports C, C++, Python, 
and TTCN-3. 

On the contrary, the possibility of incorporating cited software metrics were examined in 
this experiment which is mentioned in section 3.1.3. Following extensive investigations of 
various software metrics, the designated software metrics, which are not featured in Lizard, will 
be implemented into Lizard and contributed to its repository. Code snippet for algorithm of these 
selected metric is available in Appendix A and B. Software metrics measurements carried out by 
Lizard will be further analyzed with an already available software analytics toolkit named 
SWAT [36]. This tool contains three essential parts namely website-frontend, website-backend, 
and Analyzer. The website Backend maintains the software data and executes queries through a 
RESTFUL API, while website Frontend intends to visualize the metrics findings on the local 
host (client side). Besides, SWAT utilizes a customized version of the open source software tool, 
Lizard. Based on figure 3.2, in Analyzer partition, the tool focuses on gathering data from 
version control system, software metrics via LizardWrapper, tracking bugs, and finally feeding 
the gathered data into a relational database management system (RDBMS). In figure 3.2, the 
relational model (RDBMS) can be seen as DbAPI, which includes the MetricDB database. This 
following diagram illustrates the overall architecture of this analytic toolkit. 

 

 
Figure 3.2 : System Architecture Diagram for Software Analytics Toolkit 

Adapted from J. Derehag, 2015, GitHub. [Online], https://github.com/jderehag/swat. 
 
 

 

3.2.4 Evaluating 
 
Effectiveness of each under investigation software metric is evaluated on this specific 

Ericsson product by analyzing results from MetricDB database of SWAT toolkit in the 
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following chapter. Later, correlation of each metric with number of defects is depicted based on 
outcome from previous phase. 

 

3.2.5 Specifying Learning 
 
Finally, conclusion will be formed according to analysis and observations on gathered 

results from prior phases, and it will be lead to suggestion for future work and study. This thesis 
discusses this part of the action research cycle in chapter 5. 
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4 RESULTS 
 

This chapter analyzes outcome acquired and demonstrated from conducted experiments, 
which are conducted on a Linux-based development environment. Section 4.1 describes 
evaluation process of code repository of this particular Ericsson product and generating CSV 
files from relational database (DB-API) of SWAT [36]. Here, the main concern is to convert the 
relational database accurately and adaptable in order to perform further analysis on the outcome 
of the experimental executions. Each subsection is dedicated to the evaluation of a specific 
software metric in details. However, the last section in this chapter elaborates on the lesser 
software metric about their performance. 

 
 

4.1 Experimental Run  
 

As it is stated in section 3.4, measurement on the chosen software metrics should follow a 
certain procedure in order to achieve accurate results. All of these software metrics utilized in 
this experimental run are tested on in terms of code complexity and readability. It is also 
important to exclude unrelated files in code repository such as requirements, make files, 
metadata, and etc. from measurements.  

To minimize the effect of unwanted environmental issues concerning each experimental 
execution was repeated more than ten times. Moreover, each software metric measurement is 
extracted directly from the relational database to CSV files in order to decimate and automate 
the conversion with the help of a python script which is available in appendix D. Therefore, the 
most capable, efficient, reliable software metrics can be chosen to be employed in instant 
feedback loops tool, which will be based on outcome of these investigations. 

For each software metric, plotted figures demonstrate correlation coefficient of various code 
blocks likely to be around tens of hundreds of line of code written in C++ and C programming 
languages. Each figure is composed of sub-figures a, b, c, and d which respectively are the same 
code base in year 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016. The python script for plotting the metrics 
correlation is also available in appendix E. Each subfigure plots the dataset and a linear 
regression model fit to demonstrate a closer look at the data set retrieved from the CSV files. 
Furthermore, each of these figures depicts distribution of measurements for a specific software 
metric against all other software metrics. The correlation relation uses Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficient [37] ranging from a positive correlation to negative correlation 
respectively are +1 and -1. Furthermore, in each subfigure, X-axis shows under investigation 
software metrics while Y-axis illustrates comparing software metric. 

    

4.1.1 Average of Source Line of Code Metric 
 
In figure 4.1, Average of Source line of code is correlated and plotted against alternative 

software metrics in each subfigure separately. Figure 4.1 demonstrate the relational correlation 
of this metric with other software metrics (especially number of defects) and the overall 
accuracy of Average of SLOC as a software metric from year 2013 to 2016. 
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                   (a)      (b)                (c)     (d)  

Figure 4.1: Pearson linear regression model and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) 
collected from MetricDB database using Average of SLOC metric on PairGrid 

 (a) Pearson correlation coefficient of Average of SLOC metric from year 2013 
(b) Pearson correlation coefficient of Average of SLOC metric from year 2014 
(c) Pearson correlation coefficient of Average of SLOC metric from year 2015 
(d) Pearson correlation coefficient of Average of SLOC metric from year 2016 

 
As it can be seen there is a weak positive correlation between Average of SLOC and other 

software metrics. By comparing the subfigures in figure 4.1, the overwhelming majority of 
correlation is limited to lower number in Average of SLOC metric. Additionally, the mid-tier 
and higher sorts of correlation are also not available consistently in the four-year period. More 
specifically, there is a no linear correlation between Average of SLOC and age of source code as 
a metric. However, Average of SLOC metric has a weak positive linear relationship with all the 
other software metrics according to Figure 4.1. It is also notable that the most significant linear 
correlation of Average of SLOC metric is with Cyclomatic Complexity metric, which still can 
be described as a near moderate positive relationship. 

According to software metrics conditions in Section 3.3 and experiment outcomes, 
advantages and disadvantages of including Average of SLOC metric in instant feedback loops 
tool are listed below: 
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Advantages:  

 A modified version of a legacy metric 
 Simple, fast and easy implementation 
 Measure the complexity in terms of a function 

Disadvantages:  
 Weak correlation to number of defects  
 High dependency and correlation on other software metrics especially Cyclomatic 

complexity  
 

4.1.2 Cyclomatic Complexity Metric 
 
Figure 4.2 depicts the correlation and comparison of Cyclomatic Complexity metric against 

other software metrics demonstrated in each subfigure separately. The following figure presents 
the relational correlation in order to analyze the overall performance of this metric against other 
software metrics from year 2013 to 2016 respectively in a to b figures.  

 

 
                   (a)      (b)                (c)     (d)  
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Figure 4.2 : Pearson linear regression model and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) 
collected from MetricDB database using Cyclomatic Complexity metric on PairGrid 

 (a) Pearson correlation coefficient of CC metric from year 2013 
(b) Pearson correlation coefficient of CC metric from year 2014 
(c) Pearson correlation coefficient of CC metric from year 2015 
(d) Pearson correlation coefficient of CC metric from year 2016 

 
 
As it is visible in the subfigure, Cyclomatic Complexity metric of the source code shows a 

moderate positive correlation with defects density and contributors metric in this specific 
product. Additionally, the linear correlation of this metric with Average of SLOC metric 
decreases year over year. Nevertheless, the linear correlation of this metric with other software 
metrics such as Structural Fan-in, Structural Fan-out, and Structural General Fan-out fluctuate 
over a period of four years. This implies that the strong positive correlation of this metric with 
structural metrics can be described as a moderate positive correlation over the period. More 
specifically, this metric has a very strong skyward positive linear correlation with maximum 
nesting depth in source code of this Ericsson product regardless of a specific year. On the other 
hand, there is no linear correlation between this metric and age of the source code. 

Based on Cyclomatic Complexity metric characteristics and experiment results, advantages, 
and disadvantages of including Cyclomatic Complexity metric in instant feedback loops tool are 
presented as follows: 

 
Advantages:  

 A well-known and popular metric 
 Acceptable (moderate) positive correlation to number of defects  
 Simple, fast and easy implementation 

 
Disadvantages:  

 Not a strong correlation to Defects metric  
 High dependency and correlation on other software metrics especially Cyclomatic 

complexity  
 Measuring the quality of the code at a functional level (local level) 

 

4.1.3 Maximum Nesting Depth Metric 
 
Maximum Nesting Depth metric is a software metric which has been correlated and 

compares against other software metrics in figure 4.3. This figure demonstrates the relation of 
this software metric with other ones. 
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                   (a)      (b)                (c)     (d)  

Figure 4.3: Pearson linear regression model and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) 
collected from MetricDB database using Maximum Nesting Depth metric on PairGrid 

 (a) Pearson correlation coefficient of MND metric from year 2013 
(b) Pearson correlation coefficient of MND metric from year 2014 
(c) Pearson correlation coefficient of MND metric from year 2015 
(d) Pearson correlation coefficient of MND metric from year 2016 

 
As it was previously mentioned, this metric has a significant correlation with Cyclomatic 

Complexity metric, which also can be observed in presented results by positive correlation in 
figure 4.3. This coefficient correlation of this metric is quite similar to Cyclomatic complexity 
metric. However, the correlation relationship of this metric to the number of defects exceeds any 
other software metric including the Cyclomatic complexity metric. Furthermore, the positive 
correlation of this metric to structural software metric based on information flow is lower 
compared to Cyclomatic complexity as an indicator of the quality of the code. This suggests that 
this metric demonstrate a much better performance of quality compared to other non-structural 
software metrics. 

According to experimental results presented in this section and related specification of 
maximum nesting depth as a metric in Section 3.3, advantages and disadvantages of introducing 
this metric in instant feedback loops tool, are the following: 
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Advantages:  

 A relatively fresh approach to measure complexity and code’s quality 
 Overall strong skyward positive correlation to Defects metric  

 
Disadvantages:  

  Complex implementation due to its dependency on the programming languages 
 Focuses on the code’s quality based solely on a functional level and it doesn’t have 

structural complexity and object-oriented programming (OOP) in mind 
 High dependency and correlation on other software metrics especially Cyclomatic 

complexity  
 

4.1.4 Structural Fan-in Metric 
 
In Structural Fan-in metric, the figure 4.4 demonstrates the correlation and relation of this 

software metric. This figure illustrates the software metric ability to measure code complexity 
and number of defect in contrast to different software metrics.  

 

 
                   (a)      (b)                (c)     (d)  
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Figure 4.4 : Pearson linear regression model and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) 
collected from MetricDB database using Structural Fan-in metric on PairGrid 

 (a) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFIN metric from year 2013 
(b) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFIN metric from year 2014 
(c) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFIN metric from year 2015 
(d) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFIN metric from year 2016 

 
Based on figure 4.4, there is a strong positive climbing linear correlation with Structural 

Fan-out metric. However, this metric has a second largest correlation with Structural General 
Fan-out metric, which has a moderate positive uphill linear relationship. This means that 
Structural Fan-in and Structural General Fan-out metric is a much better combination to measure 
the quality of the code in a software product. This combination of software metric could be 
explored further in the next section. On the contrary, this metric has no linear relationship with 
many other software metrics such as Average of SLOC, Contributors, Maximum Nesting Depth 
and Cyclomatic Complexity over these four-years period. Correlation between this software 
metric and age of source code is a marginal negative correlation.  

According to linear correlation in presented results in this experiment, advantages, the merits 
of featuring Structural Fan-in metric in instant feedback loops tool are noted below: 

 
Advantages:  

 Frequent metric utilized in distinguished complexity and readability models  
 Tries to measure the code’s quality based on structural complexity and object-

oriented programming (OOP) at a global level  
 
Disadvantages:  

 Weak correlation to number of defects 
 Heavily relies on other Structural General Fan-out metric in order to complete and 

encapsulate the whole purpose of this software metric (mentioned in section 3) 
 

4.1.5 Structural Fan-out and General Fan-out Metric 
 
The efficiency of these structural software metrics can be investigated with the help of figure 

4.5 and figure 4.6 which, represent the correlation of Structural Fan-out and Structural General 
Fan-out with other software metrics respectively. The dataset of each figure demonstrates the 
comparison of software metrics from year 2013 to 2016 accordingly illustrated in a to d. 
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                   (a)      (b)                (c)     (d)  

Figure 4.5 : Pearson linear regression model and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) 
collected from MetricDB database using Structural Fan-out metric on PairGrid 

(a) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFOUT metric from year 2013 
(b) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFOUT metric from year 2014 
(c) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFOUT metric from year 2015 
(d) Pearson correlation coefficient of SFOUT metric from year 2016 

 
As it was mentioned previously in section 4.1.4, Structural Fan-out metric has a strong 

positive ascending linear correlation with Structural Fan-in metric. In addition, Cyclomatic 
Complexity, Structural General Fan-out, and Maximum Nesting Depth metrics also have a 
strong positive uphill correlation with Structural Fan-out metric. In contrast, there is a weak 
positive linear correlation between this metric and Contributors metric and Defects metric, 
which demonstrates a poor performance compared to other software metrics over this four-year 
duration. Lastly, Structural Fan-out metric has no linear relationship with Age of source code 
metric similar to previous investigated ones.   
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                   (a)      (b)                (c)     (d)  

Figure 4.6 : Pearson linear regression model and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) 
collected from MetricDB database using Structural General Fan-out metric on PairGrid 

(a) Pearson correlation coefficient of SGFOUT metric from year 2013 
(b) Pearson correlation coefficient of SGFOUT metric from year 2014 
(c) Pearson correlation coefficient of SGFOUT metric from year 2015 
(d) Pearson correlation coefficient of SGFOUT metric from year 2016 

 
Based on figure 4.6, Structural General Fan-out (SGFOUT) metric demonstrates a much 

better performance compared to Structural Fan-out metric. This metric has a moderate positive 
upward correlation with Defect and Contributors metrics. However, this metric displays a 
noticeable fluctuation in its correlation with these metrics. This metric also illustrates a strong 
uphill positive correlation with Maximum Nesting Depth, Cyclomatic complexity, and Structural 
Fan-out metric. The correlation figure of this metric solidifies the previous assumption and 
conclusion about Structural Fan-out metric. The performance of this software metric compared 
to other one show that it is a much better indicator of code quality than its alternatives. 
According to these observations and its characteristics, implementing Structural General Fan-out 
metric in instant feedback loop tool can have following pros and cons: 
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Advantages:  
 Frequent metric utilized in distinguished complexity and readability models  
 Measure code quality based on structural complexity and object-oriented 

programming (OOP) at a global level  
 
Disadvantages:  

 Weak correlation to Defects metric 
 Heavily relies on other Structural General Fan-out metric to conclude and 

encapsulate the whole purpose of this software metric as mentioned in section 3 
 

4.1.6 Remaining Software Metrics 
 
In this section, remaining software metrics, which were included as a software metric in this 

experiment, will be discussed in detail. The curiosity of including these software metrics has led 
to some interesting findings. As mentioned earlier, these experiments were conducted on source 
code of a specific Ericsson product by Ericsson dated from 2013 to 2016. Based on findings 
available in Appendix F, Age of the Source Code metric was the most unreliable metric 
correlated with other selected metrics. The outcome of this experiment suggested that age of 
source code does not have any relationship with complexity and the code quality over the four-
year period. Nevertheless, Contributors metric shows a near total positive linear correlation with 
a few defects discovery in the source code during the mentioned time frame. However, in 2013, 
the correction of this metric had suffered tremendously due to the fact that the product was still 
in its infancy. With this as a background, the result of this experiment conveys that although 
hundreds of engineers are developing the product, the number of contributors in a product do not 
have a negative impact on quality of a software product.  

 

4.2 Discussion 
 
In this section, strengths and weaknesses of each software metric is identified by 

investigating correlation and relationship between them. On the contrary, correlations of these 
software metrics with defects is investigated as an indication of their proficiency and reliability 
in measuring code quality. Consequently, a combination of top performing software metrics will 
be proposed as a solution in section 4.2.2.   

 
 
 

4.2.1 Comparison 
 
The following figures illustrate metrics correlation from experiments conducted on an actual 

Ericsson product’s source code. Results from source code in year 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 
are respectively shown in subfigures a, b, c, and d. This figure demonstrates a compact overview 
of the overall metrics performance compared to each other.  
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     (a)                                                                             (b) 

 
                                             (c)                                                                               (d) 

Figure 4.7 : Heatmap pairwise correlation of software metrics collected from MetricDB 
database using Pearson correlation coefficient method 

 (a) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2013 
(b) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2014 
(c) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2015 
(d) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2016 

 
The main characteristics of an optimal software metrics are simplicity, efficiency, 

uniqueness, and compatibility to cooperate with other software metric. This implies that 
effectiveness and compatibility of these software metrics plays an essential role in selecting 
suitable software metrics for implementing in the instant feedback loops tool. 

Although previous works such as [17] have portrayed SLOC as a potential indicator of code 
quality, however, in this thesis, this metric could not be considered as a software metric due to 
the sole emphasis of SLOC metric on the line of code inside a product. Therefore, a modified 
version of this metric was introduced as an alternative to tackle this huge flaw. Nevertheless, 
based on Average of SLOC metric’s drawbacks stated in section 4.1.1, and poor performance 
concerning defect detection, this metric is no longer can be considered as a valuable addition to 
the instant feedback loops tool.  

Cyclomatic Complexity as a software metric could be considered as a moderate success. It 
has a strong correlation with Maximum Nesting Depth metric which has noticeably better 
performance as a software metric. With this in view, a moderate performance from this software 
metric would only make it acceptable to be deployed in instant feedback loops tool. However, 
according to stated remarks in section 4.1.2, this metric is only an acceptable addition for small 
software products. This is due to the following points: 
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 A well-known and popular metric 
 Acceptable (moderate) positive correlation to number of defects 
 High dependency and correlation on other software metrics especially Maximum 

Nesting Depth metric 
 Measuring the quality of the code at a functional level (local level) 

 
Maximum Nesting Depth metric demonstrates a higher performance compared to previous 

software metrics at functional level in this experiment. This metric also has a low fluctuation of 
coefficient correlation with regards to its outcomes from yearly datasets. Therefore, this software 
metric is suitable for employment in instant feedback loops tool regardless of software product 
size. The reasons for deploying this software metric are listed below: 

 
 A relatively fresh approach to measure complexity and code’s quality 
 Overall strong skyward positive correlation to number of defect  
 Stand-out performance as opposed to other software metrics (i.e. source line of code 

and Cyclomatic Complexity metric) which primarily focuses complexity on a 
functional level  

 
The Structural software metrics such as Fan-in, Fan-out and General Fan-out metrics were 

successful at addressing code quality at global (object-oriented programming) level. Even 
though Structural fan-in metric displays a low to mix performance for measuring code quality, it 
is an appropriate inclusion to instant feedback loops tool. The following points explain reason 
behind this selection in details: 

  
 Frequent metric utilized in distinguished complexity and readability models  
 As it was previously mentioned, these metrics are attempting to measure the code’s 

quality based on structural complexity and object-oriented programming (OOP) at a 
global level 

 Structural Fan-in metric is highly dependent on structural general fan-out metric for 
its measurement and effectiveness as metric 

 
In contrast, Structural Fan-out and Structural General Fan-out reflects another aspect of 

complexity and code quality of a software product. This is due to the fact that both software 
metrics tries to combat the code’s quality from the same perspective. As it was revealed in 
section 4.1.4, Structural General Fan-out demonstrates a higher proficiency than Structural Fan-
out.  Since these metrics are sharing same characteristics, inclusion of one software metric solely 
depends on the performance of these two structural metrics. Consequently, structural general 
fan-out metric is a more suitable alternative than its rival, due to: 

 
 Structural fan-out and general fan-out metric do have an almost similar positive 

correlation with other software metrics 
 Structural general fan-out has the strongest positive linear correlation among 

structurally based software metrics with number of defects 
 
 

4.2.2 Proposed Solution 
 
As it is stated in section 2.3.4, Henry and Kafura’s formula, which is referred to as 𝐶𝑝 

complexity, defines complexity as factor of Structural Fan-in and Structural General Fan-out: 
 

𝐶𝑝 = (𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡)2 
Eq. 4-1 

 
Many models such as Henry and Selig’s metric combined McCabe’s Cyclomatic complexity 

with 𝐶𝑝 complexity. However, based on the outcome of conducted experiment in this thesis, not 
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only Maximum Nesting Depth metric has a better linear correlation with Defects metric but also 
it has a near perfect linear correlation with McCabe’s Cyclomatic complexity. Hence, 𝑀𝑁𝐷𝑖𝑝 
metric should be used in combination with 𝐶𝑝 complexity to achieve a more accurate indicator 
for code quality. The following formula incorporates a concoction of maximum nesting depth 
metric and Henry and Kafura’s structure metric: 

 
𝐻𝑁𝐷𝑝 = 𝑀𝑁𝐷𝑖𝑝  × (𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑖𝑛 × 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑛 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡)2 

Eq. 4-2 
 

Hybrid model (𝐻𝑁𝐷𝑝) is comprised of multiple software metrics which are highly correlated 
to actual defects density in a software product. Therefore, an experiment is conducted on 
performance of 𝐻𝑁𝐷𝑝. Figure 4.8 demonstrates correlation of this metric to all other 
investigated metric in section 4.1. The figure is divided into several ones which each one 
represents data from a specific year. Subfigures a, b, c, and d respectively show source code 
from year 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016.  

 

 
     (a)                                                                               (b) 

 
                                           (c)                                                                               (d) 

Figure 4.8 : Heatmap pairwise correlation of software metrics collected from MetricDB 
database while including HND Complexity metric using Pearson correlation coefficient 

method 
 (a) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2013 
(b) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2014 
(c) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2015 
(d) Metric correlation of software metrics from year 2016 

 
Figure 4.8 demonstrates an uphill a strong positive correlation with other software metrics 

such as Maximum Nesting depth metric, Structural Fan-in, and Structural General Fan-out on 
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data extracted from different years. The reason for this correlation is these software metrics are 
the main components of creating this hybrid software metric. Furthermore, this hybrid metric 
demonstrates a higher positive correlation with Defects metric from year 2013 to 2016 than 
other software metrics. This means that the combined software metric (𝐻𝑁𝐷𝑝) which was 
introduced as a result of this master thesis and with the help of this numerous related studies, 
shows an impressive performance as a software metric.  
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5 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
 

In this thesis, the main objective is to investigate a variety of well-performing software 
metrics in order to create a more competent, reliable, scalable, flexible, and faster metrics. Then, 
this software metrics could be utilized as combination of high performance metric into the 
instant feedback loops tool.  Hence, commercial and open source tools which are employing a 
variety of software metrics were studied in depth. With respect to characteristics, qualifications, 
limitations, adaptability, and scalability, a set of software metrics were presented in section 
3.2.1. After careful evaluation and comparison, a variety of software metrics were chosen to be 
further investigated in experiment. Then, these software metrics were tested against massive 
source code repository of this particular product of Ericsson. This experiment was carried out 
with the help of SWAT, which is an open source toolkit for analyzing software metrics. 
Correlation of these software metrics were used as basis of comparison (especially against actual 
defects density). Software metrics were selected based on their efficiency, simplicity, 
adaptability, and uniqueness. In summary, the following research questions are answered to 
conclude the entire focus of this thesis work:    

  
1)   What are the primary metrics of static code analyzer to be used as an instant 

feedback loop in software development for Telecommunication software 
companies? Can a model be formulated based on selected software metrics? 
After in-depth investigation, Age of Source Code, Average of Source line of code, 
Cyclomatic Complexity, Structural Fan-in Structural Fan-out, Structural General 
Fan-out, Maximum Nesting Depth, Defects, and Contributors were selected as 
essential software metrics utilized in this experiment. Subsequently, the selected 
software metrics were evaluated with respect to code complexity, quality, 
efficiency, readability, defect detection, and etc. The outcome of conducted 
experiment in this thesis work concluded that Structural Fan-in, Structural General 
Fan-out, and Maximum Nesting Depth metrics are the primary software metric to be 
used as an instant feedback loop in software development for Telecommunication 
software companies.  
Based on result from this thesis work, Hybrid complexity metric was introduced, 
and it was investigated by performing experiment for measuring its accuracy in code 
quality. This metric demonstrates a strong linear correlation with number of defect 
and quality of code. 

 
2)   What is the ideal tool to employ in a particular organization at Ericsson's software 

development process for detecting defects and bugs with regards to feedback loop 
length? 
After careful considerations, an open static code analyzer named Lizard was 
selected as the ideal tool to be employed in development environment of an 
organization at Ericsson for detecting defects and bugs with regards to feedback 
loop length due to its flexibility and efficiency as opposed to other software metrics. 
It also supports C, C++, TTCN-3, and Python programming language along with 
variety of software metrics. Furthermore, Maximum nesting depth, structural fan-in, 
structural fan-out, and general fan-out were implemented for Lizard and contributed 
to its code base.  

3)   What is the optimum stage to incorporate instant feedback loop into software 
development/delivery process? 
As it is mentioned earlier, the optimum stage to incorporate instant feedback loop 
tool is at GIT’s pre-commit hook, since it instantly notifies developer before 
proceeding with undergoing delivery 
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Based on the findings in this thesis work, the presented hybrid software metrics is 
implemented in Ericsson's software development environment as instant feedback loop tool. 
This tool consists of the following software metrics: 

 
 Structural Fan-in metric 
 Structural General Fan-out metric 
 Maximum Nesting Depth metric 
 

The utilized model in this master thesis work could be studied in an extended research for 
further investigation of its effectiveness and robustness as an early indicator for code quality. 
Also, similar to [38], a deep regression analysis of the new formula could lead to reveal strength 
and weaknesses of implementing this hybrid software metric. Moreover, the further research can 
focus on defect prediction by specifying a proper threshold calculated by hybrid metric. 
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7 APPENDIX 
 

7.1 Appendix A: Maximum Nesting Depth Metric 
 
''' 

Copyright (c) 2016-Mehrdad Mehraban <mehrdad.mehraban@ericsson.com> 

                  -Terry Yin for All rights reserved. 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many 

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history. 

                   

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as 

documented below: 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining 

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the 

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including 

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, 

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to 

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to 

the following conditions: 

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be 

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. 

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE 

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION 

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION 

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. 

Short description: 

This is an extension of lizard, that counts the 'Nesting Depth' 

in every function. 

""" 

from lizard import FileInfoBuilder, FunctionInfo 

 

DEFAULT_ND_THRESHOLD = 7 

 

 

class LizardExtension(object):  # pylint: disable=R0903 

 

    FUNCTION_INFO = { 

            "max_nesting_depth": { 

                "caption": "  ND  ", 

                "average_caption": " Avg.ND "}} 

 

    @staticmethod 

    def set_args(parser): 

        parser.add_argument( 

            "-N", "--ND", 

            help='''Threshold for nesting depth number 

            warning. The default value is %d. 

            Functions with ND bigger than it will generate warning 

            ''' % DEFAULT_ND_THRESHOLD, 

            type=int, 

            dest="ND", 

            default=DEFAULT_ND_THRESHOLD) 

 

    def __call__(self, tokens, reader, l_depth=0):  # pylint: disable=R0912 

        if hasattr(reader, "loops"): 

            loops = reader.loops 

        else: 

            loops = set(['if', 'else', 'foreach', 'for', 'while', '&&', '||', 
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                         '?', 'catch', 'case', 'try']) 

        if hasattr(reader, "bracket"): 

            bracket = reader.bracket 

        else: 

            bracket = '}' 

        if hasattr(reader, "loop_indicator"): 

            loop_indicator = reader.loop_indicator 

        else: 

            loop_indicator = '{' 

        if hasattr(reader, "indent_indicator"): 

            indent_indicator = reader.indent_indicator 

        else: 

            indent_indicator = ';' 

        for token in tokens: 

            if token in loops: 

                l_depth = reader.context.add_nd_condition() 

                if not reader.context.get_loop_status(): 

                    reader.context.add_hidden_bracket_condition() 

                    reader.context.loop_bracket_status() 

            if token == loop_indicator: 

                reader.context.loop_bracket_status() 

            if token == bracket: 

                l_depth = reader.context.add_nd_condition(-1) 

            if token == indent_indicator: 

                hidden_brackets = reader.context.get_hidden_bracket() 

                check_loop_brackets(reader, l_depth, hidden_brackets) 

            if l_depth < 0: 

                l_depth = 0 

                reader.context.reset_nd_complexity() 

            yield token 

 

 

def check_loop_brackets(reader, l_depth, hidden_brackets): 

    if hidden_brackets > 0: 

        reader.context.add_hidden_bracket_condition(-1) 

        l_depth = reader.context.add_nd_condition(-1) 

    if l_depth == 1: 

        reader.context.add_nd_condition(-1) 

 

 

class NDFileInfoAddition(FileInfoBuilder): 

 

    def add_nd_condition(self, inc=1): 

        self.current_function.nesting_depth += inc 

        nd_tmp = self.current_function.nesting_depth 

        if self.current_function.max_nesting_depth < nd_tmp: 

            self.current_function.max_nesting_depth = nd_tmp 

        return self.current_function.nesting_depth 

 

    def reset_nd_complexity(self): 

        self.current_function.nesting_depth = 0 

        self.current_function.hidden_bracket = 0 

        self.current_function.bracket_loop = False 

 

    def add_hidden_bracket_condition(self, inc=1): 

        self.current_function.hidden_bracket += inc 

 

    def get_hidden_bracket(self): 

        return self.current_function.hidden_bracket 

 

    def loop_bracket_status(self): 

        tmp_bracket_loop = self.current_function.bracket_loop 

        self.current_function.bracket_loop = not tmp_bracket_loop 

 

    def get_loop_status(self): 

        return self.current_function.bracket_loop 

 

 

def get_method(cls, name): 
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    """ python3 doesn't need the __func__ to get the func of the 

        method. 

    """ 

    method = getattr(cls, name) 

    if hasattr(method, "__func__"): 

        method = method.__func__ 

    return method 

 

 

def patch(frm, accept_class): 

    for method in [k for k in frm.__dict__ if not k.startswith("_")]: 

        setattr(accept_class, method, get_method(frm, method)) 

 

 

def patch_append_method(frm, accept_class, method_name): 

    old_method = get_method(accept_class, method_name) 

 

    def appended(*args, **kargs): 

        old_method(*args, **kargs) 

        frm(*args, **kargs) 

 

    setattr(accept_class, method_name, appended) 

 

 

def _init_nesting_depth_data(self, *_): 

    self.nesting_depth = 0 

    self.max_nesting_depth = 0 

    self.hidden_bracket = 0 

    self.bracket_loop = False 

 

 

patch(NDFileInfoAddition, FileInfoBuilder) 

patch_append_method(_init_nesting_depth_data, FunctionInfo, "__init__") 
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7.2 Appendix B: Structural Metrics (Fan-in, Fan-out, and 
General Fan-out) 

 
''' 

Copyright (c) 2016-Mehrdad Mehraban <mehrdad.mehraban@ericsson.com> 

                  -Terry Yin for All rights reserved. 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many 

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history. 

                   

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as 

documented below: 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining 

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the 

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including 

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, 

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to 

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to 

the following conditions: 

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be 

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software. 

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF 

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE 

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION 

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION 

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. 

Short description: 

This is an extension of lizard, that counts the Structural Fan-in, Structural Fan-

out, Structural General Fan-out  

''' 

from collections import Counter 

from .extension_base import ExtensionBase 

 

 

def get_all_indices(value, token_list): 

    indices = [] 

    idx = -1 

    while True: 

        try: 

            idx = token_list.index(value, idx + 1) 

            indices.append(idx) 

        except ValueError: 

            break 

    return indices 

 

 

class LizardExtension(ExtensionBase): 

    ''' 

        Runs the Lizard Extension for the calculation of structural 

        fan-in and fan-out of every procedures in the source code. 

 

        Explanation of terms: 

        'ExtensionBase': Base class for all lizard extensions 

 

        Calculates: 

                'fan_in':                     Number of structural fan-in 

                'fan_out':                    Number of structural fan-out 

                                              in the local scope 

                'general_fan_out'             Number of structural fan-out 

                                              in the global scope 

    ''' 

 

    FUNCTION_INFO = { 
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        "fan_in": { 

            "caption": " fan_in ", 

            "average_caption": " avg_fan_in ", 

            "regression": True}, 

        "fan_out": { 

            "caption": " fan_out ", 

            "average_caption": " avg_fan_out ", 

            "regression": True}, 

        "general_fan_out": { 

            "caption": " general_fan_out ", 

            "average_caption": " general_fan_out ", 

            "regression": True} 

    } 

 

    def __init__(self, context=None): 

        self.all_methods = {} 

        super(LizardExtension, self).__init__(context) 

 

    def _state_global(self, token): 

        if not hasattr(self.context.current_function, 'tokens'): 

            self.context.current_function.tokens = list() 

        self.context.current_function.tokens.append(token) 

 

    def reduce(self, fileinfo): 

        try: 

            new_funcs = {f.unqualified_name: f for f in 

                         fileinfo.function_list} 

            self.all_methods.update(new_funcs) 

            self._add_to_fan_outs(new_funcs.keys()) 

            self._add_to_general_fan_out() 

            self._add_to_fan_ins(fileinfo.function_list) 

        except (AttributeError, TypeError, ValueError): 

            pass 

 

    def _add_to_fan_outs(self, keys): 

        for other_func in self.all_methods.values(): 

            intersect = Counter(keys) & Counter(other_func.tokens) 

            other_func.fan_out += len(list(intersect.elements())) 

 

    def _add_to_general_fan_out(self): 

        structures = set(['if', 'else', 'elif', 'for', 'foreach', 'while', 

                          'do', 'try', 'catch', 'switch', 'finally', 

                          'except', 'with']) 

        punctuations = set(['(', ')', '{', '}']) 

        for other_func in self.all_methods.values(): 

            bracket_indexes = get_all_indices('(', other_func.tokens) 

            for idx in bracket_indexes[1:]: 

                # Suggestion ? 

                if other_func.tokens[idx - 1] not in (structures | 

                                                      punctuations): 

                    other_func.general_fan_out += 1 

 

    def _add_to_fan_ins(self, new_funcs): 

        for func in new_funcs: 

            for name in func.tokens: 

                if name in self.all_methods: 

                    self.all_methods[name].fan_in += 1 
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7.3 Appendix C: SWAT 
''' 

Copyright (c) 2016-Mehrdad Mehraban <mehrdad.mehraban@ericsson.com> for Ericsson AB 

All rights reserved. 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the 

terms of the BSD 2-clause "Simplified" License. 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are 

permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list 

of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this 

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other 

materials provided with the distribution. 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT 

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN 

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 

DAMAGE. 

Short description: 

This is a snippet of changes performed (only on analyze.py) in order to adapt the 

new software metrics into SWAT  

The other changes are available via GitHub link. 

''' 

24  analyze.py 

@@ -140,12 +140,11 @@ def _main(): 

             if last_metric_update is not None: 

                 # subtract an extra day to make sure that we dont miss 

anything during the overlap of the analysis 

                 last_metric_update = last_metric_update - 

timedelta(days=1) 

- 

-        all_files = walker.find_all_files_in_srcroots() 

+            all_files = walker.find_all_files_in_srcroots() 

         logger.info("Found %s files!", len(all_files)) 

  

         if len(all_files) != 0: 

-            _lookup_defect_modifications(pool, walker, vcs, db, all_files, 

last_metric_update) 

+            #_lookup_defect_modifications(pool, walker, vcs, db, 

all_files, last_metric_update) 

             _lookup_metrics(pool, walker, vcs, db, all_files, 

last_metric_update, config_transformerdict) 

  

         if not config_debugging_single_file: 

 @@ -254,8 +253,13 @@ def _lookup_metrics(pool, walker, vcs, db, files, 

last_update, config_transforme 

                     cyclomatic_complexity = None 

                     tokens = None 

                     parameter_count = None 

+                    max_ns = None 

+                    fin = None 

+                    fout = None 

+                    general_fout = None 

                 else: 

-                    cyclomatic_complexity, tokens, parameter_count = 

complexity[function] 
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+                    cyclomatic_complexity, tokens, parameter_count, \ 

+                        max_ns, fin, fout, general_fout = 

complexity[function] 

  

                 db.insert_change_metric(session, 

                                         file_=translated_file, 

 @@ -269,7 +273,11 @@ def _lookup_metrics(pool, walker, vcs, db, files, 

last_update, config_transforme 

                                         nloc=nloc, 

                                         

cyclomatic_complexity=cyclomatic_complexity, 

                                         token_count=tokens, 

-                                        parameter_count=parameter_count) 

+                                        parameter_count=parameter_count, 

+                                        max_nested_structures=max_ns, 

+                                        fan_in=fin, 

+                                        fan_out=fout, 

+                                        general_fan_out=general_fout) 

         session.commit() 

  

  

 @@ -317,7 +325,11 @@ def _get_complexity(curr_version_file, transformer): 

     if lizard_data is not None: 

         return_complexity = {func['name']: (func['cyclomatic_complexity'], 

                                             func['token_count'], 

-                                            len(func['parameters'])) for 

func in lizard_data} 

+                                            len(func['parameters']), 

+                                            

func.get('max_nested_structures', None), 

+                                            func.get('fan_in', None), 

+                                            func.get('fan_out', None), 

+                                            func.get('general_fan_out', 

None)) for func in lizard_data} 

     return return_complexity 
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7.4 Appendix D: Generate CSV file (from MetricDB) 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 

# pylint: disable-all 

''' 

Copyright (C) 2016-Jesper Derehag <jesper.derehag@ericsson.com>  

                   Mehrdad Mehraban <mehrdad.mehraban@ericsson.com> for Ericsson AB 

All rights reserved. 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the 

terms of the BSD 2-clause "Simplified" License. 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are 

permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list 

of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this 

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other 

materials provided with the distribution. 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT 

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN 

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 

DAMAGE. 

 

Short description: 

* Generate a csv yearly file of the data sample 

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------*/ 

''' 

import math 

import argparse 

import calendar 

from datetime import datetime 

import csv 

 

from DbAPI import MetricsDb 

from DbAPI.MetricsDb_ORM import * 

from DbAPI.MetricsDb_TreemapData import replace_null_0 

from sqlalchemy import or_, func, and_, distinct 

from Utils.ProjectConfig import ProjectConfig 

 

 

def main(args): 

    db = MetricsDb.MetricsDb(ProjectConfig().get('Analyze', 'engine_url')) 

 

    with db.get_session() as session: 

        startyear = session.query(func.min(ChangeMetric.date)).one()[0].year 

 

        if args.yearly: 

            date_tuples = [(datetime(year, 1, 1), datetime(year, 12, 31)) for year 

in range(startyear, datetime.now().year + 1)] 

            date_printer = lambda(x): str(x.year) 

            age_calculator = lambda date1, date2: date1.year - date2.year 

            _write_csv(args, db, session, date_tuples, date_printer, age_calculator) 

 

        if args.monthly: 

            date_tuples = [(datetime(year, month, 1), datetime(year, month, 

calendar.monthrange(year, month)[1])) 

                        for year in range(startyear, datetime.now().year + 1) 

                            for month in range(1, 12 + 1)] 
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            date_printer = lambda(x): str(x.year) + '_' + str(x.month).zfill(2) 

            age_calculator = lambda date1, date2: (date1.year - date2.year) * 12 + 

date1.month - date2.month 

            _write_csv(args, db, session, date_tuples, date_printer, age_calculator) 

 

        if args.quarterly: 

            date_tuples = [(datetime(year, month, 1), datetime(year, month + 2, 

calendar.monthrange(year, month + 2)[1])) 

                        for year in range(startyear, datetime.now().year + 1) 

                            for month in range(1, 11, 3)] 

            date_printer = lambda(x): str(x.year) + '_' + str(x.month).zfill(2) 

            age_calculator = lambda date1, date2: math.floor(((date1.year - 

date2.year) * 12 + (date1.month - date2.month)) / 3.0) 

            _write_csv(args, db, session, date_tuples, date_printer, age_calculator) 

 

 

def _write_csv(args, db, session, date_tuples, bin_printer, age_calculator): 

    metrics = ['nloc', 

               'age', 

               'cyclomatic_complexity', 

               'max_nested_structures', 

               'fan_in', 

               'fan_out', 

               'general_fan_out', 

               'contributors', 

               'defects'] 

 

    for index, (date1, date2) in enumerate(date_tuples): 

        print "Querying", date1, '-', date2 

        result_dict = {} 

 

        transformed_results = [] 

        for id_, features in result_dict.iteritems(): 

            row = features.copy() 

            row['id'] = id_ 

            transformed_results.append(row) 

 

        if len(transformed_results) > 0: 

            with open(str(bin_printer(date1)) + '.csv', 'w') as csvfile: 

                writer = csv.DictWriter(csvfile, fieldnames=['id'] + fieldnames) 

                writer.writeheader() 

                writer.writerows(transformed_results) 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='Reads data from db, and writes to 

csv', add_help=True) 

    parser.add_argument('-y', action="store_true", dest='yearly', default=False, 

help='Writes yearly data') 

    parser.add_argument('-m', action="store_true", dest='monthly', default=False, 

help='Writes monthly data') 

    parser.add_argument('-q', action="store_true", dest='quarterly', default=False, 

help='Writes quarterly data') 

    args = parser.parse_args() 

 

    main(args) 
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7.5 Appendix E: Metric Correlation 
 
#!/usr/bin/env python 

# pylint: disable-all 

''' 

Copyright (C) 2016-Jesper Derehag <jesper.derehag@ericsson.com>  

                   Mehrdad Mehraban <mehrdad.mehraban@ericsson.com> for Ericsson AB 

All rights reserved. 

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the 

terms of the BSD 2-clause "Simplified" License. 

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are 

permitted provided that the following conditions are met: 

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list 

of conditions and the following disclaimer. 

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this 

list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other 

materials provided with the distribution. 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY 

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT 

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED 

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN 

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN 

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 

DAMAGE. 

 

Short description: 

  plots a barchart for each file, sorted on the max number of defects, and plots 

identical barcharts for all 

  metrics. 

''' 

import argparse 

import pandas as pd 

from pandas.tools.plotting import scatter_matrix, andrews_curves, 

parallel_coordinates, \ 

    lag_plot, autocorrelation_plot, bootstrap_plot, radviz 

 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import statsmodels.api as sm 

import seaborn as sns 

import numpy as np 

from scipy import stats 

from IPython.utils.shimmodule import ShimWarning 

import warnings; 

 

warnings.simplefilter('ignore', ShimWarning) 

 

 

def main(): 

    args = parse_args() 

    csv_file = '2016' 

    df = pd.read_csv(csv_file + '.csv') 

 

    if args.correlations: 

        ext = [".cpp", ".h", ".cc"] 

        print list(df['age']) 

        df = df[df['file'].str.contains("xxxx")] #file repository 

        df = df[df['file'].str.endswith(tuple(ext))] 

 

        ignore_fields = ('id', 'file_id', 'file', 'function_id', 'function') 

        for field in ignore_fields: 
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            if field in df.columns: 

                del df[field] 

# Normalizing the software metrics  

cols_to_norm = ['age', 'nloc', 'cyclomatic_complexity', 'contributors', 

'max_nested_structures', 'fan_in', 'fan_out', 'general_fan_out', 'defects'] 

df[cols_to_norm] = df[cols_to_norm].apply( 

                      lambda x: (x - x.mean()) / (x.max() - x.min())) 

 

        # plot the heatmap correlation of these software metrics 

        sm.graphics.plot_corr( 

            df[['age', 'nloc', 'cyclomatic_complexity', 'contributors', 

'max_nested_structures', 'fan_in', 'fan_out', 'general_fan_out', 'defects']].corr(), 

            xnames=['age', 'SLOC', 'cyclomatic_complexity', 'contributors', 

'Max_Nesting_Depth', 'fan_in', 'fan_out', 'general_fan_out', 'defects'], 

title='Metrics Correlation') 

 

 

        def corrfunc(x, y, **kws): 

            (r, p) = stats.pearsonr(x, y) 

            ax = plt.gca() 

            ax.annotate("r = {:.2f}".format(r), 

                        xy=(.1, .9), xycoords=ax.transAxes) 

 

        g = sns.PairGrid(df[['age', 'nloc', 'cyclomatic_complexity', 

'max_nested_structures', 'contributors', 

                             'fan_in', 'fan_out', 'general_fan_out', 

'prev_versions', 'defects']], palette="Set2") 

        g.map_diag(plt.hist, s=10) 

        g.map_offdiag(sns.regplot, color=green, cmap="Blues_d") 

        g.map_offdiag(corrfunc) 

        g.set(xlim=(0, 1)) 

 

        x_labels, y_labels = [], [] 

 

        for ax in g.axes.flat: 

            _ = plt.setp(ax.get_xticklabels(), visible=True) 

            _ = plt.setp(ax.get_yticklabels(), visible=True) 

 

        for ax in g.axes[-1, :]: 

            x_label = ax.xaxis.get_label_text() 

            x_labels.append(x_label) 

        for ax in g.axes[:, 0]: 

            y_label = ax.yaxis.get_label_text() 

            y_labels.append(y_label) 

 

        for i in range(len(x_labels)): 

            for j in range(len(y_labels)): 

                g.axes[j, i].xaxis.set_label_text(x_labels[i], visible=True) 

                #g.axes[j, i].yaxis.set_label_text(y_labels[j], visible=True) 

                if x_labels[i] == 'nloc': 

                    g.axes[j, i].xaxis.set_label_text('SLOC', visible=True) 

                if y_labels[j] == 'nloc' and i == 0: 

                    g.axes[j, i].yaxis.set_label_text('SLOC', visible=True) 

        for ax in g.axes.flat: 

            ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(MaxNLocator(5, prune="both")) 

            ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(MaxNLocator(5, prune="both")) 

        g.fig.subplots_adjust(wspace=.05) 

 

    else: 

        defects = df['defects'].sort_values() 

        defects.index = range(0, len(defects)) 

        defects.plot() 

 

    plt.savefig('C:/Users/yyyy/Dropbox/figures/' + csv_file + '.png') 

 

    plt.close()  # close the figure 

 

 

def parse_args(): 
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    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 

    parser.add_argument('-c', action="store_true", dest='correlations', 

default=False, 

                        help='calculate and plot correlation matrix') 

 

    return parser.parse_args() 

 

 

if __name__ == '__main__': 

    main() 
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7.6 Appendix F: Metrics correlation using Regplot on PairGrid 
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